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Technological advances that increase the speed and precision 
of light-focus control have opened up new opportunities in 
imaging and materials processing. Previously, the goals of 

obtaining fundamental understanding of sub-cellular dynamics  
and achieving highly efficient laser processing methods have been 
stifled by slower optics, which inevitably come hand in hand with 
excessive light-exposure of photosensitive living organisms and 
slow acquisition of light information. The key to resolving these 
problems is to modulate focus of light at very high speeds in all three 
dimensions, which minimizes prolonged light-exposure for living 
organisms and increases the acquisition rate of light-based infor-
mation. Recent achievements such as video-rate optical microscopy 
of sub-cellular dynamics, increased throughput in laser microma-
chining and spectroscopic determination of physical parameters 
are leading to advances in areas including three-dimensional (3D) 
biomedical imaging, industrial manufacturing and advanced spec-
troscopies. It is invaluable for both the scientific and industrial 
communities to look into the state-of-the-art optical technologies 
that have enabled these advances and their implications for future 
applications.

The central question in the design of any tunable optical sys-
tem is how fast one can control the focal position of light across 
the three dimensions of space. For imaging applications, light-focus 
control can determine the rate at which 3D information can be 
retrieved from a sample. The understanding of key processes such 
as neuronal signalling or molecular diffusion depends on this. In 
laser materials processing, fabrication throughput is directly corre-
lated to the speed at which one or multiple laser foci can be moved 
across a workpiece. Although fast control of light along the x and 
y directions is straightforward to implement with mirrors or light 
deflectors, a classical problem in optics has been to attain the same 
degree of control along the z direction. Traditional methods based 
on mechanically moving the sample or optical components impose 
serious speed restrictions on z-focus translation, up to three orders 
of magnitude slower than along the x and y directions. Modern tech-
nologies therefore concentrate on compensating the speed imbal-
ance by developing remote-focusing systems with higher z-focusing 
speed. Box 1 explains how remote-focusing variable optical systems 
use changes in optical power to achieve z-focus control.

In this Review, we emphasize the developments in speed of 
the variable optical elements that opened the doors to exciting 
advanced applications. We use the term ‘high-speed’ to refer to 

variable optical elements with a focus-varying response time faster 
than a millisecond (ms), and the term ‘ultra-high-speed’ to narrow 
such elements down to those with a response time of a microsecond 
(μs) and faster. Extra attention is given to recent ultra-high-speed 
variable optics that have allowed a microsecond response time to 
be reached. Phenomena relevant to the microsecond timescale 
include the triplet-state relaxation of fluorophores, the typical pixel 
dwell time of a point-scanning microscope and heat dissipation. 
Therefore, controlling light at these speeds enables light–matter 
interactions that would not be possible with slower systems, such 
as reduced photobleaching, fast 3D particle tracking or enhanced 
laser processing.

The Review is divided into three sections. In the first section, 
we analyse and present the key technologies in variable optical ele-
ments that allowed sub-millisecond and microsecond response 
times to be achieved. Next, we review the new implications of the 
developments in ultra-high-speed variable focusing and discuss the 
impact on technologically relevant areas. We conclude with a dis-
cussion of the outlook for important innovations in advanced imag-
ing and materials processing applications.

Enabling higher-speed variable focus
To determine the key technologies that enabled higher-speed vari-
able focusing, we performed a meta-analysis on a comprehensive 
set of variable-optic-element studies and summarized it in Table 1 
and Fig. 1a. Table 1 categorizes the various types of varifocal opti-
cal systems based on their material components and working prin-
ciples1–45. Figure 1a shows the speed of the varifocal optical systems 
categorized in Table 1 in terms of response time46. By categorizing 
varifocal optical systems based on their material components and 
working principles, we identify that higher-speed varifocal optics 
has progressed in two directions: one by improving the material 
response time and the other by applying faster working principles. 
For example, the slow response time for mechanical-wetting lenses 
has been improved by adopting new fast-response materials such 
as ferroelectric liquid crystals or by implementing elements such as 
adaptive optics or acoustic waves that can drive the varifocal optics 
at a faster rate.

Here we introduce three recent technologies that enabled devel-
opment of higher-speed varifocal optics, either by improving mate-
rial response time or through implementation of faster driving 
methods: ferroelectric liquid crystals, acoustic waves and adaptive 
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optics. (Although electro-optic ceramic lenses such as potassium 
tantalate niobate and lead lanthanum zirconate titanate operate 
at near ultra-high speeds, as these have a long history of develop-
ment, we focus more on recent developments.) Ferroelectric liq-
uid crystal lenses and adaptive optical technologies have enabled 
sub-millisecond response times, and high-speed acoustic waves 
have allowed innovations in the microsecond response regime. 
New scanning microscopy applications are enabled that work at 
the microsecond timescale, such as for triplet-state relaxation, and 
also at the tens of microseconds timescale for typical pixel dwell 
times. Elaborate time-dependent behaviour characterization stud-
ies such as determination of molecular diffusion coefficients in free 
solution have become possible, and the ability to micromachine on 

the microsecond timescale has brought about higher efficiency in 
laser-processing applications.

Ferroelectric liquid crystal lens. Liquid crystal (LC) lenses offer 
tunable refractive indices based on the optical and dielectric anisot-
ropies produced by varying LC orientations in response to an 
electric field. Changes in focal length are then obtained by using 
LCs with a curved surface or, alternatively, by applying an axially 
symmetric non-uniform electric field with patterned electrodes. 
Although several types of LC structures exist, lenses have conven-
tionally used those with a nematic phase, featuring rod-like mole-
cules arranged in random positions while maintaining a long-range 
order (Fig. 1b). Despite the long history of development in LC 

Box 1 | Axial focus tuning with variable optical elements

The focal length of a varifocal lens (VL) can be generally written 
as fVL xð Þ

I
, where x represents the lens operating signal. The math-

ematical expression of fVL xð Þ
I

 depends on the particular working 
principle of the lens, but the attainable change in optical power 
(ΔOP) is always given by:

ΔOP ¼ 1
fVL x1ð Þ �

1
fVL x2ð Þ

where fVL x1ð Þ
I

 and fVL x2ð Þ
I

 correspond to the respective minimum 
and maximum focal length values. When using a VL as the last 
optical element for light focusing or for imaging, the axial focus 
position directly corresponds to the focal length or can be easily 
calculated by using paraxial optics (panel a of the figure). However, 
most VL systems have a low numerical aperture (NA) and thus, to 
gain spatial resolution, they are usually combined with high-NA 
focusing optics. In this case, the optimal position of the VL that 
avoids magnification effects, preserves resolution and maximizes 
the axial scan range corresponds to a conjugate plane of the rear 
focal plane of the focusing lens (panel b of the figure). By using 
geometrical optics, the displacement in z-focus position z(x) with 
respect to the native focusing plane of a lens with focal length f0 
can be calculated as94:

z xð Þ ¼ �f 20
M2

RfVL xð Þ

where MR is the magnification factor of the relay lens system and 
the total scan range Δz is:

Δz ¼ �f 20 ΔOP=M
2
R

There are several important factors to consider when choosing 
the appropriate VL for a given application. Besides the change in 
optical power, the physical aperture of the varifocal system plays a  
key role. For example, to match the aperture of the focusing lens 
and exploit its full NA, a relay lens system with a magnification 
above 1 may be needed, which can reduce Δz. Importantly, the 
axial focus shift induced by a VL can result in spherical aberration. 
In particular, the defocus term at a distance zʹ with respect to the 
native focusing plane can be described by a phase term44,102:

φ  kz0 � 1
2
ρ2kz0 sin2 α� 1

8
ρ4kz0 sin4 α

where k is the wavenumber, ρ is the normalized pupil radius and 
α is the maximum acceptance angle of the lens, determined from 
its NA. Although the first phase term can typically be ignored and 
the second term can be cancelled with a VL, the residual aberra-
tion corresponding to the third term can only be compensated by 
adaptive optics. Therefore, for high-NA systems or when moving 
the focus far away from their native focusing plane, extra caution 
is required to limit the undesirable effects.

Relay lens system Focusing lens

z(x)

Varifocal lens

x0x0

x1
x2

Varifocal lens
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a b

Strategies for axial focus control by means of a variable optical element. a, Focusing with the varifocal lens as the last focusing element. b, Normal 
configuration for high-resolution imaging or tight focusing. The varifocal lens is placed at a conjugate plane of the high-NA focusing lens.
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lenses, the intrinsic properties of the highly oriented nematic phase 
result in a slow response time (a few tens to hundreds of millisec-
onds)47. More information on conventional LC lenses can be found 
in other reviews29,47,48. Reduction in the dimension and addition 
of functionalized polymers have been attempted to achieve faster 
response time with nematic LCs, but they are as yet unable to reach 
sub-millisecond timescales48. Lenses with a relatively fast response 
time can be obtained by using LCs with a highly twisted chiral nem-
atic phase. The higher speed appears when operated at a specific 
temperature range near the LC–isotropic transition point, where 
the so-called blue phases appear. In this case, though, the restricted 
temperature working range49 limits practical implementation, and 
efforts are being made to increase it through the addition of poly-
mer or surface-functionalized nanoparticles50.

What allowed the development of high-speed LC varifocal 
optics was the implementation of ferroelectric LCs with a smectic 
C* (* represents chirality) phase. They present well-defined layers 
and chirality, leading to a spontaneous polarization response to an  
electric field that allows sub-millisecond optical switching time51 

(Fig. 1b). Although the basic principles of ferroelectric LCs have 
been around since 1980, progress has been made recently with 
the large growth in the display market in consumer electronics. 
New crystal structures and methods to further amplify the spon-
taneous polarization response of ferroelectric LCs to increase the 
speed are being investigated52–54. The ability of ferroelectric LCs to 
phase-modulate rapidly has been opening doors to exciting applica-
tions such as photobiomodulation in light therapy or LC-on-silicon 
technology55,56.

Acoustically driven fluid lenses. A tunable acoustic gradient index 
(TAG) lens, also referred to as an ultrasound lens, uses acous-
tic waves generated by a piezoelectric material to radially excite a 
refractive fluid-filled cylindrical cavity with two flat glass windows 
and induce ultra-high-speed variation in focal length37–39. As shown 
in Fig. 1c, the stronger radial vibration modes of the cylindrical 
piezoelectric generate waves at the wall with a driving frequency 
(t = 0). At t = τ, the first set of waves travels to the centre of the 
lens. At t = 2τ, the waves travel back to the cylindrical wall and 

Table 1 | Classification of varifocal optical systems based on working principles

type/working principle Material/components tuning power (m−1) Aperture or beam 
diameter

Mechanical lens Translation or rotation Alvarez lens1–3 and moiré lens4: Two 
patterned refractive lenses or diffractive 
elements are translated or rotated relative 
to each other

−50 to 50  1–10 mm

Electronic liquid/ 
polymer lens

Membrane or liquid 
shape deformation5 
(electro-mechanical)

Membrane- 
structured

Glass diaphragm or elastic membrane 
with microfluidic channels and fluidic 
actuation6–10

0 to 200 100 μm– 100 mm

Metalens11–13:
Metasurface optics and dielectric 
elastomer actuators

15 to 7,000 10 μm–10 mm

Membrane- 
less

Dielectric lens: Dielectric liquid with high 
voltage source14–16

20 to 2,000 100 μm–10 mm

Electro-wetting lens
Conducting liquid with high voltage 
source17–21

−500 to 1,500 100 μm–10 mm

Mechanical-wetting lens:
•  Immiscible liquids and sharp interface 

with microfluidics
• Ferrofluidic actuator22,23

• Piezoelectric transducer24

• Manual actuation25

• Hydrogel lens26

−500 to 50 1–10 mm

refractive index 
gradients

Electro-optical liquid crystal (LC) lens27–32 0 to 2,000 100 μm–30 mm

Electro-optic  
ceramic lens

Potassium tantalate niobate (KTN) lens33–35 0 to 2.5 1–10 mm

Lead lanthanum zirconate titanate  
(PLZT) lens36

0 to 10 1–10 mm

Acoustic lens Tunable acoustic gradient index  
(TAG) lens:
Acoustic wave generated by a piezoelectric 
material37–39

−30 to 30 ~10 mm

Acousto-optic system Bragg diffraction Acoustic optic deflector (AOD) system40,41: 
Two acousto-optic modulators (AOM) 
driven with a chirped frequency

−2 to 2 1–10 mm

Other adaptive- 
optical element (AOE) 
systems

Multi-plane light conversion device42

Deformable mirrors (DM) and spatial light 
modulators (SLM)1,43–45

−0.5 to 0.5, but 
depends on the stroke 
excursion of DM or 
bit depth of SLM

100 μm–10 mm

Tuning power and beam size values are extracted from review papers and references in the table.
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interfere with a new set of waves generated. The combined waves 
travel back to the centre at t = 3τ, resulting in a variation in the 
amplitude with a periodicity of 2τ. The waves continuously travel 
back and forth, interfering with each other to reach steady state. 
It is these standing-wave density oscillations within the refractive 
fluid that result in a continuously varying gradient of the index of 
refraction and corresponding variable focal length. Driving the lens 
with a sound wave at the resonance frequency of the lens allows  
a single axial scan to achieve unsurpassed speeds of a microsecond 

or less. The ability of acoustically driven fluid lenses to rapidly mod-
ulate the focus can be combined with two-photon point-scanning 
microscopy, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy or light-sheet 
microscopy techniques to image 3D continuously moving biologi-
cal systems with various velocities and accelerations57–59, to enhance 
3D resolution in optical coherence tomography60, to determine 
molecular diffusion coefficients of proteins in living organisms by 
estimating the change in the size of the encapsulated volume61, and 
in industrial applications to provide increased efficiency in micro-
machining and inspection analysis62–64.

Enhanced adaptive optical technologies. Another way to achieve 
faster varifocal response is to make use of galvo-mirrors or adap-
tive optical elements (AOEs) such as deformable mirrors (DMs) 
and spatial light modulators (SLMs) that intrinsically perform at 
high speeds. In these cases, the optical power of non-imaging ele-
ments capable of wavefront modulation is often evaluated by the 
extended depth of field (DOF), in contrast to the optical power 
of the lens or numerical aperture (NA). The Alvarez lens is one 
example: invented in the late 1960s, it has recently been modi-
fied by combining the advantages of multiple optical elements to 
achieve varying focal capabilities at high speeds1. An Alvarez lens 
is composed of two refractive lenses, each with a plano surface and 
a cubic profile surface, that are inverted and translated with respect 
to each other to adjust the focus. Multiple sub-elements or Alvarez 
lens pairs are also used to further extend the focus3. In contrast to 
the classical mechanical translation approach, Bawart et al. placed 
a galvo-mirror between the two lenses to produce a change in opti-
cal power through beam deflection rather than displacement of 
the lenses1. By using a galvo-mirror that already performs in the 
sub-millisecond range, they were able to shift the response time of 
conventional Alvarez lenses into the high-speed regime (Fig. 1d). 
Other examples of using enhanced adaptive optical technologies 
include work by Booth et al.44,45 and Mertz et al.43 in which they used 
AOEs to create extended DOF for volumetric imaging. In these 
examples, AOEs are positioned so that the phase of incident wave-
fronts is altered at high speeds, either to displace the focal spot or to 
achieve extended DOF.

All ultra-high-speed variable optics have limitations that should 
be considered when applying them. For instance, variable optical 
elements that operate through transmission in a refractive fluid or 
fluid-like medium tend to exhibit absorption at high optical power, 
leading to potential thermal lensing or other heat-related phenom-
ena14,49,65,66. Similarly, those with low-NA elements are less effective 
as stand-alone lenses and typically must be coupled to high-NA 
objectives that are corrected for large-field imaging, which can lead 
to spherical aberration as described in Box 1. More specifically to 
each system, ultrasound-driven lenses are limited to fast sinusoidal 
scanning44, and LC lenses are limited to small dimensions to mini-
mize disruption in the LC alignment29,48. Even though AOE systems 
have the advantage of compensating for aberrations, they are typi-
cally complex and require precise alignment with actual lens com-
ponents42,45. Thus, their performance varies greatly depending on 
the set-up.

implications of ultra-high-speed variable-focus optics
The high- and ultra-high-speed varifocal enabling technologies dis-
cussed above lead to exciting innovations for both science and indus-
try. Examples of advancements in high-speed and ultra-high-speed 
applications in technologically relevant areas such as volumetric 
imaging, microscopy, single-particle tracking and laser processing 
are presented next.

Reduced photobleaching and phototoxicity. The exposure of living 
cells or organisms to light can have damaging effects on their health, 
a phenomenon generally known as phototoxicity. Phototoxicity is 
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Fig. 1 | Performance of varifocal optical systems and the three key 
technologies enabling higher focal-varying speed. a, response time 
of varifocal optical systems from data gathered in Table 1. Dashed lines 
represent definition of high-speed and ultra-high speed. b, Nematic phase 
LCs with randomly positioned centre of mass and long-range directional 
order versus smectic C* phase ferroelectric LCs with well-defined layers 
and chirality (often shown with a cone to indicate the director tilt of each 
layer). c, Scheme of the acoustically driven fluid lens model with TAG lens 
as a resonator. Cylindrical acoustic waves travel back and forth in the TAG 
lens, interfering with each other and producing periodic changes in the lens 
optical power every 2τ. d, Schematic of modified Alvarez lens via beam 
steering using adaptive optics. reproduced with permission from: c, ref. 46, 
IOP. Adapted with permission from: d, ref. 1, OSA.
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typically aggravated in live imaging and spectroscopy techniques 
that use samples labelled with fluorophores or other fluorescent 
probes67. In this case, fluorescence excitation produces damag-
ing free radicals, which can alter cell function or even induce cell 
death if generated at rates above the cells’ natural tolerance levels. 
Because the fluorescence quantum yield of common dyes or pro-
teins is typically low, relatively high excitation intensities are used to 
maintain a strong fluorescence flux, and these further increase the 
risk of photon-induced damage. Intense excitation can also result in 
photobleaching — the progressive loss of fluorescent signal. While 
phototoxic effects can be obviated in fluid mechanics or polymer 
sciences with inert fluorescent-labelled samples, photobleaching is 
the other obstacle that can perturb or even impede collection of the 
signal of interest.

Fast axial focus control of light is a promising solution for pre-
venting photobleaching and phototoxicity68. Figure 2 shows the two 
main pathways that can lead to reduced photon-induced damage 
with ultra-high-speed variable focus systems. Both pathways make 
use of fast splitting of the light focus into an arbitrary number of 
sections along the optical axis, as illustrated in Fig. 2a.

The first pathway uses the spatial splitting of the focus. This 
can offer a reduction in the total excitation power delivered to 
the sample and, consequently, of the phototoxic or photodegrada-
tion effects. For example, in light-sheet microscopy69, use of vari-
focal optics enables illumination to be confined to a user-defined 
number of 4D (x, y, z, time) regions of interest (ROI), as shown in  
Fig. 2b. Because the rest of the sample remains unexposed, volu-
metric imaging with varifocal optics reduces the total light dose. In 
addition, the increase in the number of sections interrogated can 
lead to improved statistics at low excitation intensities, as shown 
in Fig. 2c. This has been successfully proved in fluorescence cor-
relation spectroscopy applications in which the use of a varifocal 
lens allowed accurate correlation curves to be collected over shorter 

times and hence at lower light doses than standard fluorescence cor-
relation spectroscopy61.

The second pathway uses modulation of illumination (Fig. 2d). 
The axial displacement of the focus generated with varifocal optics 
allows each axial section to be discontinuously illuminated, with a 
period that can be on the microsecond timescale. Notably, periods 
of darkness play an important role in reducing photobleaching70. 
One of the main causes of photobleaching is the excitation of mol-
ecules from the triplet state (Tn), which has a normal relaxation time 
of microseconds as shown in Fig. 2e. When there are inter-pulse 
dark periods during illumination modulation, the excited mole-
cules can relax back to the ground state, diminishing the probability 
of photobleaching. This process eliminates photodamage for stud-
ies such as recording of calcium dynamics in live neurons, even if 
the total excitation power applied is higher than for 2D imaging58. 
Similar results have been found when assessing photobleaching 
effects in two-photon71 and light-sheet59 microscopy, demonstrating 
the potential advantages of variable optical elements for the charac-
terization of light-sensitive systems.

Real-time volumetric imaging. Volumetric information from a 
sample is normally acquired through a sequence of images from dif-
ferent focal planes, the ‘z-stack’ (Fig. 3a). Fast acquisition of 2D pla-
nar information is possible nowadays with high-speed cameras or 
optical methods to collect the light signals. However, the capability 
of fast z-focus translation is lagging behind, which limits the overall 
3D imaging rate. This is especially important in real-world indus-
trial manufacturing applications where there are plenty of photons 
from reflected or scattered light (that is, high photon-budget) but 
the limitation arises from slower z-focus translation. Additionally, 
in the area of microscopy, recent improvements in the quan-
tum efficiency of various detectors, the development of brighter  
dyes and optimized labelling protocols are pushing fluorescence 
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microscopy to high photon-number regimes or high signal-to-noise 
ratios (SNR), which in turn calls more than ever for faster z-focus 
control.

Rapid acquisition of a z-stack over an extended range can be 
made with a high-speed varifocal lens. Successful examples include 
the use of an electrically tunable lens for light-sheet fluorescence 

microscopy72 (Fig. 3b), quantitative phase microscopy73 and tempo-
ral focusing74, and the use of a TAG lens for bright-field micros-
copy62. In these instances, an image is captured at every pulsed 
illumination, which is synchronized with the variable optical ele-
ment. Having few or no mechanical moving parts for focus trans-
lation minimizes the waiting time for refocusing, enabling rapid 
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acquisition of a z-stack that is now only limited by the camera frame 
rate or SNR.

Volumetric imaging at faster rates is possible by using an 
extended DOF (EDOF), as shown in Fig. 3c. Although the axial 
elongation of the focal volume comes at the cost of sacrificing the 
retrieval of accurate z-position coordinates of the imaged elements, 
EDOF has still proven advantageous for fast characterization of 
sparse events, such as neuronal transients75, or the topography of 
microstructures76. In comparison to traditional methods such as 
phase masks or axicons to generate a Bessel beam, high-speed vari-
focal elements can be used to create a dynamic EDOF with a tun-
able axial range43,77–79. Dynamic EDOF can help in achieving axial 
invariance in the point-spread function80 which aids in full recovery 
of 3D image sharpness by using easier-to-implement 2D deconvolu-
tion algorithms43,77. To obtain a dynamic EDOF, an unsynchronized 
z-focus sweep that is faster than the exposure time of the detector is 
the key. The exposure time is typically of the order of milliseconds 
for wide-field systems but can go down to tens of microseconds in 
point-scanning systems. Therefore, for dynamic EDOF generation, 
whereas relatively slow varifocal elements can be used in wide-field 
architectures, ultra-high-speed varifocal elements are essential in 
point-scanning systems such as confocal and two-photon micro-
scopy78,79. Examples of EDOF volumetric imaging are presented  
in Fig. 3d,e.

As a matter of fact, the fastest 3D imaging can be accomplished 
by acquiring an entire z-stack simultaneously, as illustrated in  
Fig. 3f. This can be done by using light-field systems that capture 
information of both intensity and direction of light. However, they 
are only compatible with wide-field systems and normally come at 
the cost of a loss in spatial resolution81,82. Variable optical elements 
can be a good alternative approach that allows quasi-simultaneous 
imaging of two or more focal planes when used with synchronized 
illumination or detection. By using pulsed illumination synchro-
nized with a varifocal lens, biplanar imaging has been implemented 
for wide-field systems. When combined with colour or time 
encoding, information from the two planes acquired in single or 
consecutive frames can be extracted in a post-processing step83,84. 
In another example of confocal71,85 and two-photon58,78,86,87 micro-
scopes, pixel-by-pixel multiplane capture has been made possible 
with an ultra-high-speed liquid lens and synchronized detection. 
In this case, the high z-focus translation allowed one or multiple 
axial scans to be performed during the pixel dwell time. Detection 
of the arrival time of the photons using fast readout electronics with 
sub-microsecond timing accuracy allows the photons to be sorted 
into a user-defined number of planes, producing high intravital 
(that is, live animal) imaging speeds (Fig. 3g,h).

On a final note, the trade-off between 3D imaging speed and 
acceptable SNR will always exist, and therefore continuous efforts are 
being made to address this issue; besides the continuous improve-
ment in detectors and fluorescent labels, the seamless integration 
of hardware and software into modular systems has recently shown 
promise for capturing image volumes at unprecedented rates88,89.

Increased statistics and data acquisition speed. The demand 
for optical techniques capable of extracting quantitative data is 
continuously growing. One example is single-molecule localiza-
tion techniques90, which are capable not only of attaining images 
with enhanced spatial detail but also of quantifying the number of 
fluorophores or even molecules. Other optical techniques such as 
single-particle tracking91 or fluorescence correlation spectroscopy92 
are routinely used to quantify velocity, diffusion coefficient and 
other important parameters of targeted specimens that can lead to 
the unmasking of the dynamics of key processes including virus traf-
ficking or molecular diffusion at synapses. In these cases, fast variable 
optical elements can improve the quality of the data acquired and 
reduce the uncertainty of the measured parameters. For example,  

the use of a high-speed varifocal lens for single-particle tracking 
facilitated the gathering of information from different focal planes 
and enabled tracking of multiple micro- and nanoscale objects over 
an axial range that would not have been possible with traditional 
systems93,94. Figure 4a and b shows 3D trajectories of a freely dif-
fusing virus-like particle95 and 1-μm beads93 that was then used to 
study, respectively, the extracellular behaviour of single virons and 
the movement in an evaporating drop of water. Similarly, an opti-
cal feedback system for single-particle tracking, featuring a TAG 
lens, provided real-time 3D tracking of fluorescent nanoparticles 
and quantum dots with high speed and high-localization precision 
using relatively low photon numbers95. The increased statistics col-
lected with variable optical elements has also been shown to have 
a positive impact in techniques that rely on correlative data fluc-
tuations, such as the fluorescence correlation spectroscopy61 men-
tioned in the previous section. In this case, the timely collection 
of data from multiple axial positions offers two advantages: first, 
a gain in accuracy of the measured parameters; second, the pos-
sibility of performing additional correlation analysis along different 
axial data points and unveiling asymmetric dynamics. The growing 
number of new super-resolution fluorescence microscopies based 
on fluctuation analysis96–98 could also benefit from the increased 
amount of information collected through fast variable optical ele-
ments. Because the quality of the reconstructed images depends on 
the number of collected frames, increased data acquisition speed 
can lead to better-resolved images.

An increase in statistics and in data acquisition speed can also 
benefit ultra-fast manufacturing applications. In industrial settings, 
the ability to rapidly prototype and perform complex metrological 
analysis is indispensable to a high-quality controlled process. One of 
the challenges associated with dimensional metrology is to generate 
highly accurate 3D relative motions between sensors and measured 
surfaces with sub-micrometre resolutions. An ultra-high-speed 
varifocal lens has been implemented to develop a highly accurate 
confocal point sensor for nano-coordinate measuring systems99. 
Combined with a signal processing method, light information from 
the fast focus modulation has been used in the confocal point sen-
sor to improve accuracy and to reduce measurement uncertainty 
and the probing time. For real-world industrial applications, an 
ultra-high-speed varifocal lens was used in a wide-field system to 
provide enough image-data frames at a rapid rate to analyse samples 
with a height orders of magnitude larger than that of biological or 
lab-scale samples62. Images in Fig. 4c show a metrological analysis 
example of a toothbrush head, a general consumer product, and 
the positions of 54 image focal-planes that were collected over a 
9-mm height. Aided by a post computational process, a quantita-
tive dataset on the brush height and angles was acquired. Thus, 
the high-resolution and high-speed data acquisition enabled by 
an ultra-high-speed varifocal lens allows a detailed metrological 
analysis that can help with rapid prototyping and quality control for 
industrial applications.

Enhanced temporal and spatial control over 3D beam focus. 
In general, tightly focused beams are desired for various applica-
tions such as high-resolution imaging, optical trapping, 3D print-
ing, laser machining and optical communications. However, tight 
focusing of the laser beam into micrometre-sized spots inevitably 
results in a shallow DOF along the axial direction. Especially for 
laser printing and machining applications, shallow DOF prevents 
laser processing of uneven surfaces with height differences larger 
than the DOF and entails refocusing of the sample surface by trans-
lating the sample-holding stage for every step. Varifocal optical ele-
ments obviate the need for exact surface profiling and adjustment of 
the focus every time. The faster the focus is modulated, the higher 
laser-processing rate can be achieved. In addition, when combined 
with the ability to micromachine on the microsecond timescale on 
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which heat dissipation occurs, laser processing with high-speed 
varifocal optics can considerably increase the efficiency of vari-
ous micromachining applications. Figure 4d and e shows examples 
of using an ultra-high-speed varifocal lens to enhance tempo-
ral and spatial control over 3D beam focus for high-throughput, 
high-precision laser micromachining. In Fig. 4d, lines are microma-
chined on a stack of four silicon wafers. When an ultra-high-speed 
variable focal lens is inserted, lines can be written on each of the 
four uneven silicon surfaces for a total scanning range twice as deep 
as those written with no focus modulation. Figure 4e demonstrates 
higher-throughput laser micromachining of silicon wafers achieved 
by using an ultra-high-speed varifocal lens. On the left, scanning 
electron microscope images of three square ablated holes (200 μm 
by 200 μm, 500 μm depth) are compared, each with and without a 
varifocal lens with varying number of laser passes. Whereas only 
two passes are required to ablate the square hole with a varying focal 
lens, a total of four passes is required to ablate the same volume 
without any focus modulation. Panels on the right show a com-
parison of the vertical cross-sectional profiles of two holes, written 

with no focus modulation and with a varying focal lens operation. 
The increased micromachining rate demonstrated in these figures 
leads to higher-throughput micromachining for future industrial 
applications.

Conclusions and outlook
The ability to precisely vary focus at ultra-high speeds opens the 
door to new applications in 3D biomedical imaging, industrial 
inspection, spectroscopies, and other methods for optical charac-
terization and materials modification. Continuous progress in the 
speed and quantum efficiency of optical detectors, together with 
faster electronics, makes implementation of variable optical ele-
ments into traditional systems easier than ever. For imaging in 
general, fast axial focus control of light entails rapid acquisition of 
sufficient image data over an extended depth that enables real-time 
volumetric imaging. For bio-samples, fast focus modulation pre-
vents photobleaching and phototoxicity effects for increased effi-
ciency. In laser-processing applications, adapting fast focal varying 
lenses into the system enhances the DOF, which removes the need 
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Fig. 4 | Examples of retrieving enhanced quantitative data and laser micromachining via varifocal optics. a, 3D trajectory of single fluorescent bead 
in water95. b, 3D tracking of beads in an evaporating water droplet. Snapshot of the beads at 8.25 s and their particle-trajectory colour-plot93. c, relative 
height analysis and relative angular measurements of the bristles from an electronic toothbrush62. d, Line machining silicon on stepped surfaces with axial 
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(1.21 m−1 varifocal OP). Measured ablated volume versus pulse number shown in plot64. right: vertical cross-sectional profiles of the ablated squares with 
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for z-focus control during processing without lateral resolution loss. 
Hence, the enhancement in temporal and spatial control enables not 
only more efficient imaging and spectroscopies for lab-scale appli-
cations but also higher throughput for industrial inspection and 
manufacturing areas.

We expect the technological impact of the development towards 
higher-speed varifocal optical elements to go beyond the few 
examples that we have reviewed here. For example, miniaturization 
of ultra-high-speed varifocal optics combined with optofluidics 
research may help to achieve ultra-high-speed optical commu-
nications. As new material properties are discovered and innova-
tive light manipulating principles are implemented to enhance the 
focal-varying response, interesting applications for both the scien-
tific and industrial communities will continue to emerge.
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